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This magazine made for all
experts who work in aviation and
cargo industry sharing ideas
solutions and visions related to
our fields, you can send as your
personal photo@articalsand we
are ready to publish it for free
sponcers also willcome.
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Aden International Airport

is an international airport in Aden, Yemen (IATA: ADE, ICAO: OYAA).
The airport was established on the former RAF Khormaksar, which opened in 1917 and closed as an RAF station in
1967. It later served as a Soviet Air Force station during the 1970s and 1980s. It is the second largest airport in Yemen
after Sana'a International Airport.
The new terminal was built between 1983–1985 with a capacity of one million passenger a year. In 2000 the
constructions at the new control tower and airport department building were completed.
The airport is also a Yemeni Air Force base. The base is home to the 128 Squadron Detachment. Aircraft attached to the
squadron are mainly transport and attack helicopters (Ka27/28, Mi-8, Mi-14, Mi-17, Mi-24, Mi-171Sh).
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Problems Face Travel Agencies
many problems face travel agency sector in aden
yemen

Poltical Situation Of Yemen:
that's the big problem facing travel
industry because it's prevent touring
groups to come freely to enjoy in our
area and this is the reason that drops
down our revenue.
High Competition Between Travel
Agencies: All travel agencies in market
try to get big share thats big risk for
newcomers. some of the big travel
agencies sell with zero% which risks
you chance to grow up your work unless
you have ambition otherwise you will
not have endurance to continue .
Goverment Tax:
inaccurate tax system harm both sides .
Local Carriers:small number of aircrafts
cannot cover even our local area. Non
schedule flights, poor services of the
carriers and employees reflect very
badly on all travel agencies.

small number of experienced travel
agency employees: Many employees
working in reservation system just attend
courses in GDS which is not enough. They
must study fare and ticketing rules and
fare linear construction and should have
geographical knowledge .
Online booking: many international travel
agencies provide online booking system
connected with their GDS to attract some
of our local passengers with lower fare
they provide. Amadeus GDS system
provider can provide this solution to our
locals travel agencies but the problem is
our local banks are not ready for online
money process so we need some time to
catch train of future.

ZAFRAN HALL in Aden Airport
Is the best place for spending time
while you are waitng for your flight.
They provide VIP and Business class
services to their guests which makes
you feel like flying away in another
world. Let's take optimistic view
about aden city's future just take deep
breath and release all your life stress.
Also you can have tea and look to the
horizon without barriers between
countries, just one world and one
destiny. Don't wake me up of my
dream and say to me sorry sir you
must catch your flight.
primary service start 30 usd you can
get also additional service everything
depend on your pocket nothing for
free,unless you have first class or biz
class ticket some carriers give you the
primary service in Zafran Hall for
free,wow thats great so you can enjoy.

ZAFRAN HALL now related to Coral
Hotel one of the best Hotel in Aden
Yemen he provide more services to
his guests.

Turkish Airlines at a Glance
Turkish Airlines began its journey in 1933 with just 5 airplanes. Over the years that fleet
has now grown to number over 200 aircraft, but the company manifests the same passion
and enthusiasm for service and quality that were present at its inception. THY now has the
youngest fleet in Europe and with upcoming aircraft orders, will further reduce the age of
the fleet while continuously upgrading service quality.
The new vision for THY adopted in 2003 is still in progress, and despite the globally
destructive effects of recent economic difficulties, this decade of investment is now
yielding positive results, in terms of both passenger numbers and profitability, as well as
the establishment and continued expansion of the world’s most comprehensive route
network. THY is still growing.
In addition, Turkish Airlines is experiencing significant recognition in terms of service
quality. Skytrax, a site which registers customer evaluations, has bestowed many awards on
THY in recent years. Beginning in 2009, THY has continuously been ranked as the best
airline in Europe through 2011. It has also been designated the best airline in Southern
Europe over the same three-year period. Additionally Turkish Airlines repeatedly appears
in the top 10 group in other categories; cabin and seat quality as well as catering. By every
measure, Turkish Airlines’ passengers continue to recognize it as one of the world’s best
airlines. As a result, THY is ranked as a 4-star airline, a member of a small and exclusive
group of carriers to gain this designation.
Since April 1st, 2008, THY has been a member of the world’s largest airline group, Star
Alliance, adding even more benefits to those traveling on Turkey’s rising star.
THY Numbers as of December 31st, 2012.

Number of Passengers
Despite a difficult global aviation market, Turkish Airlines has continued to grow, achieving
a growth rate of 11% in 2011. THY carried 10.4 million passengers in 2003, increasing to
22.5 million in 2008 just five years later. In 2009 the number increased to 25.1 million,
moving to 29.1 million in 2010 and 32.6 million in 2011. The projected target for 2012 is
38 million.

when the sky became clear we can

reach the top of our ambitions and we
can adopt international trade theory ,we
have best position in our area for
transportation by sea or by air we can
draw big star hub in cargo logistic map
we know the history of aden how it
was,we can create our logistic future
again please don't look backwards.

only about 3 international express co

work in sending your shipment world
wide DHL,ARAMEX,EMS another tow
express co stop sending shipmment
FEDEX,UPS all of this companys have
slightly different restrictions many of
this restrictions on area1 and area2
except arab world we still waitng for
happy news boost up our economy to
join largest growing economy world
wide i believe that's our dream will come
true.

New local road freight companies

appear in the market some of them
now high trusted by locals
customers and companies they
provide fast service door to door
with competitive price and
acceptable time i am really
impressed with this smallest local
transportation companies they only
need to use tracking shipment
applications and they must
cooperate with some local insurance
company for safe shipping.

“we need advanced security
procedure in our airports in
yemen and also in all freight
forwarding companies to
prevent EMBARGO on our
shipment again.

Middle East Cargo Carriers News
whilemiddle east based carriers
improved their tonnge figures,the 2013
statistics showed that only Etihad
Airways significantly jumped spots from
No.21 in 2012 to No.16 in 2013
Emirates SkyCargo was the No.3 carrier
in the world for total cargo but No.1 for
international freight.
The airline saw a 7.1%jump in
scheduled freight tonnes carried
compared to 2012.
Mr pradeep Kumar,EK senior vice
president for revenue optimization and
systems,cargo,says the Middle East
region continues to perform well.
in the (Gulf Cooperation Council)
inffrastructure development continue
to drive the need for materials and
supporting logistics"Kumar says.
"this is particularly noticeable in the
UAE,Saudia Arabia and Qatar.
A thriving and growing consumer
society with spare capital to invest and
growing tourist industry,are all signs of
on-going positive momentum for
growth."
Ulrich Ogiermann chief officer cargo for
QatarAirways No.13,also says the
Middle East is doing well.
Qatar saw a 12.4% jump in its scheduled
freight tonnes carried in 2013.
"TheMiddle East is benefitting from
stability of the traffic flows from East to
West and increased demand for
perishable products being supplied to
rapidly expanding consumer population
in the GCC countries"Ogiermann
says."Multiple large construction
projects as well as the oil and gas
industry in Qatar and other GCC
countries also ensure heavy demand for
import flows"

Kumar of Emirates mentions solid
growth in Africa and comeback in the U.S
Emirates recently started frighter flights
to Atlanta and increased capacity to
Chicago.Kumar also says more export
volumsare coming out of Europe and
points in Asia Pacific such China.
"After several months off flat market
conditition in Q1,we have witnessed
rebound in market activites in the
second quarter across the regions
"Kumar says."with an upturn in world
economy,the trade and business
confidance picked up resulting in an
improved performance for SkyCargo.
Apart from robust growth in Middle East and Africa regions,both Asia and
Europe regional also contributed to the
overall growth of nearly 6 percent in
second quarter."

Emirates already lunch service to
Oslo.Brussels and Budapest.
Ogiermann predicts that just about
every region in the world but North
America will do well for Qatar Airways.
"If we look at current trend of increased
cargo traffic between Africa and
Asia,Africa emerges as one of the most
promising markets in near term,"he
says."in addition to Africa,we exept to
see increased cargo traffic to and from
South America and the CIS region.Finaly
,overall imports to MiddlEast from Europe
will continue to play an important role for
airfright."
Emirates reports a healthy general
freight business and increasing demand
for pharmaceuticals and other perishables.

The Air Cargo Tariff and Rules (TACT)

The ultimate reference for air cargo transportation
Always updated, TACT gives you rapid access to all TACT rates and rules. This vast
source of information covers over 220 countries and territories:
Rules
Industry, country and carrier rules
IATA rules on the acceptance of goods and
Air Waybill completionCountry rules,
regulations and charges on
import, transit and export
Airport and storage facilities, handling equipment
Airline, city and airport codes, AWB prefixes
Rates & surcharges
Industry and carrier specific rates
4,5 million rates for 350,000 city pairs
Industry, country and carrier specific charges for charges collect, class rates and
dangerous goods
Calculation of charges and cargo claims
e-Customs & security
e-Customs section with Advanced Electronic Information (AEI)
Security with ACC3 and ACAS
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